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CAFETERIA BOYCOTT
-

-:

.

T"m~J
SAL~

~.

b~'

Bob Tschuri

Almost all students 'at Baruch
are affect~d by the school's
cafeterias. Conveniently situated
in each of the buildings
of the
.
school, they serve as lunchrooms '
study rooms, and social centers,
All of the cafeterias are run by the
same firm, Tastv... Vend. Recentlv
'.... ,
certain individuals have joined
forces to take action to lower the'
, prices of the food in the
cafeterias. A complete cafeteria
boycott has been announced by
these
groups.
Effective:
Wednesday, November 21.
,

.

~

.

,"

.

"It's really outrageous
"'.
they're taking advantage of us!Hcommlttee IS to see
these . Only. the last was approved.
When asked his ~iewpoints on, outside etc the bUilding to
The
says sophomore,' Diane' Casse. Aexorbhitaill
priceds" _redu~ed. b": .. When, asked about the hi~h cost . the cafeteria situation, Fr~bmail,' ,:ca~etma ',prices: ': are'" very
' .
.....
not er concerne group IS r e
oLfood and beverage pr~7.;heNei!::',y!ei~.~."",$~~~~ll~:~:[;"Ji1P~:<:tlle,:~oDablt-,,
but'I'haVe>-nO<other
t:c~.e;" 'c.:,~~':n.'~:=~' .~~,~~.:'~CJ~ss.,~-<:~~~~~.·~f!f~f!-;:~~t::. sa~.: ,.UTlJere are, s~enty~twoI'~iijj~~::Of·.':~a.n.Y':~~"bY:·~:-cf~~~:2.,i::,r::~:'''~':'~''''';.~~''
"',
.
.. ~
MIke Jonesspoke-for the counC1I"restauraiti~-aJid delicatessens' in":sayiiig: :~ute .Iknbw
good'
.
always costs morethan I want or "W", · · · · 1 ' .... f .. 'f: '.: s :'
"
.
,ect
eare
strong
yin
avoro
price
.
the
Baruch
area,
and
I
compete
outsideplaces,
but
who
wants
'to
.
Dean
of
Students,
Jay
"
.
e xp
.t 0 pay.
'
.'.
. ,
.reductionsandfee] tha; ,~'" b9.y~_ott ,_ with c:LU of them. In fact, six' of "leave the building on a cold, rainy Finkelman,
stated _ tht
the
These students
referring to of all Baruch cafeterias is the only"
down in' .ffle' .past. . 'day<?~The~(jfetena"isa good pJace:;cafeteria' is a~rateconcession
the food prices of the Baruch solution."
year!" Taking this as a cue, a
to hang out. It's' near almost all ' under "contract with the, college. ,
cafeterias. The cafeterias are used
Bernard Wolff, manager of the
price comparison has ,been.. my classes . . ."
As dean.be said, he represents the .
by a large portion of the student cafeteriasv seerned upset when the
compiled for a few specific prices:
needs of the students and makes
body, and mano of them feel that planned boycott was mentioned,
canned sodas, fruit drinks, and
Another student, Pat Prigoda, all decisions with that in mind. He
but showed no intention of,. small cakes. The following chart commented, "I have short breaks emphasized that he does not
certain items arepriced too. high.
Some have already taken action:
lowering or even negotiating price
shows the resul ts:
and I don't-nave the time to go
, Cont;;;~ed OfT page 14
. According to Al
Delvlarco,
reductions.
In
fact,
he
President of the newly-formed emphasized just the, oppositeCommittee
For
A.
Beller . price increases. According to
Cafeteria, "We feel' that 'the Wolff, he has submitted price
students are bein cheated. One
increase requests to. the college
of the main goals of the
eachyear.for the past four years.

eat.

'.

some

are'

them ,'closed'

e,Ho,locau,stoExhibit

<

'

..-

College Recruitinq
Hits New High for 70's

College recruitmg in 1977-78
got off to a fast start in the early
months of the season and finishedat an ev~~Jc:i:~ter pace. The
activity, 'particularly -- at
the
bachelor's-degree level, could
well have been as high, if not
higher than the boom years of the
Sixties according to William L.
. McLoughlin, Associate Placement
Director at Baruch College, a
participating institution in the
national Salary Survey conducted
by
the
College. Placement
Council.
. The latest data, prepared .Ior
the final Survey report of the
season
showed. offers
to
bachelor's recipients up 35070 over
last year and 90070 'ahead of 197576, 'considered one of the _better
recruiting years of the Seventies.
. At-the doctoral level, 20070 'more
offers' were recorded than last
year and almost 60070 more than
in 1975~76.· Master's' offers did
.
•

•

_

•• _

. . . ._ -

'--;---':" •• _

-t

•:

-linguistic point of view. It is yet
premature to' predict how the

not show the same gains,· rrsmg
only 3070 over 1976-77; however,
the increase ove.r two years ago
, was almost 60010.

One factor which could be affecting the number of master's offers in business administration
reported in the Salary Survey is
the growing trend toward work
experience prior to obtaining the
MBA degree. In as much as the
master's prot ion of the 'Survey is' .
restricted to cindidates with one
by keith A,lmodo\'ar
-year or less of previous full-rime
. employment, .. the number of
Thousands of Baruch students
MBA's eligible to be reported in, jammed the lobby of the 24th
the Survey may be declining.
Street building to see an exhibit
which. was' sponsored by ·the
While the number of offers
Jewish Council of Baruch. The
provides .an
indication
or
exhibit was' .ent itlcd: ··The
: employer demand 'for-college
H~~-austana· Resistance: A
graduates., these figures should
photographic' exhibit of . the
not be construed to mean number
of. jobs available. I n a highly . Holocaust years. { 1933-45).~'
. The Holocaust which engulfed
. Continued Oil plJ.f!.e 6
Europe 1fl the years 1933~ 1945 .'

: ~
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was a powerfully historic and
tragic episode for the Jewish
people. Six million people were
murdered by the. Nazis and their
collaborators. among them over
one millionchildren, .The center
f'
.
o world Jewry. which had lain
for .some 1000 years in Central'
and ~Ea~.tern Europe, was
liquidated'.'. The_Holocaust
changed the face of the Jewish
people from a' numerical,'
geogf"ap-hical,cult ural -and

.'

- '.-.

~.

-

Holocaust will affect the future
development of the Jewish
people. '
This exhibit presented a, pictorial history of the Holocaust in
its agonizing reality during the
years 1933-45; from the very
. beginning of Hitler's' rise to
power, the struggle for survival,
the deportation to the death
camps, the resistance and heroism
of the Jewish people, to the aftermath of .Hit lers ··Final
Solution. .,
The purpose of this exhibit was
to broaden' knowledge and understanding, to heighten and
already growing awareness, and
.. to help in the education of both
yofulg people and old, Jew and
non-Jew alike, who are unfamiliar withthe facts, or, who
have chosen to forget the events
. leading tothedarkestdays in the
history of the Jewish peeple.
The Jewish Council dedicated
this exhibit to the memory of the
six million men, women·~' 'and
Continued ol1/;oge'6
--_.
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They came by the thousandsto the institution named 'Baruch. And they inquired, "Whe~recan .
onego torelax or study? ANDTHENA CRY AROSE AMC)NG rHE Ml}LTIT.U-OES "SPACE!'
•

OPERATION:' -S.P.A.C.'E.,
Some Places A·llocated for a Cozy Environment
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Not
by Ami. Govil

The lack of lounges is not a new
issue, rather it is a familiar one,
so familiar that it. has oftcn becn
overlooked. Dr. Ronald Aaron,
the Assistant" to the Dean of
students, points out , "the
problem is not a new one. Actually, 'it was worse in 1975 when
approximately 17,000 students
were enrolled and the square feet
allocation' of space per student
was very small." Unfortunately,
the situation in 1978 is not much
better. A quick glimpse of therecent history of Baruch indicates
that the number of lounges at the
college' has actually decreased.
For example, until recently, there
existed a substantially large
. lounge on' the fifth floor of the
26th street building. However, it
was allocated to· the Law
Department which moved in due.
to (he termination of 'a certain
lease. In addition, the lounge area
in the Women's C-enter in the
basement of 360 Park Avenue
South building was also closed.
This shortage of' available
lounge space, coupled with an
incteasi~g student enrollment has
further reduced the prescribed
space per st udent at Baruch. An
analysis of the current consumption of total space. by
Baruch College. reveals .that,
according to a, Master Plan ap'proved by the Board of Higher
Education, Baruch, like any other
city .' 'wliversity,' .sbould -have
625,000 square feet of net
assignable space. Net assignable
space refers to the allocation of
space for classrooms, offices,
lounges, etc. and does not include
space absorbed by hallways,
lobbies, staircases, etc.
However, Baruch currently ~as
available only 422,OOO'square feet
of space, substantially less than
most other city universities. In all,
the college is short 203,000 square
.....

-

uch To Lounge .About
feet of space. It is interesting to
than classrooms. Professor
analyze the areas over which the is no problem because the furMikulsky ~ickl~ replies that we
has refused to pay anything at all,
shortage of space is spread. niture and fixtures are available, are, moving in that .direction,
thus. our only hope is the Alumni
Heading the list of the areas short but it is the apparent lack of space "with the purchase of the Court
Association; to show our concern,
of 'space is the Student-Faculty that is ~ern." However
House building on ' 22nd street. between. the student governments,
Services (which includes the space Professor Marilyn
Mikulsky ,
and Lexington avenue, there will
we have agreed to pick up 200ioof
allocation for .lounges) which is Director
Campus' Planning, be a phase out of offices from the
the cost and we have petitioned to
short 55,000 square - feet; in emphasizes that space is not the 24th street building to the newly
the Alumni Association for the
addition, the space allocated for major problem. -She contends,
acquired building, thus perhaps
other 80010."
.
classrooms is short by 1,000 "The major .problem is 'that
providing for the expansion of
As of yet, the Alumni
square feet.'
students are careless. In the
student-faculty services in the
Association has not made 'a
In strong contrast, Baruch's past, they have often vandalized
24th street building and atdecision, however, a member of
allocation of space for ad- the lounges and have' literally
tempting to alleviate the shortage
the association indicated, "they
ministrative offices is in excess of destroyed much furniture." With
of the classroom space by' should be optimistic Of} the very
12,000 square feet, and for a-look of concern, she continues,
providing lecture and service
fact' that -the ihue' has-not been
academic offices an excess of "with a limited amount of budget
rooms in the Court House
voted down and that it will be
1
1,000 square feel. The Master it hurts 'when and if a certain
building."
discussed at our next meeting."
Plan. indicates that all city amount is spent of lounge furDue to the current project of
Thus putting it all in the proper
universities should provide 100 niture and it is destroyed; perthe installation of' new windows
prospective, the acquisition -of
. square feet of space per student sonally, if I had a choice' between
taking place at the 2.3rd street
another
lounge.' although
enrolled. Yet Baruch provides for spending money for' lounge
building. somewhat of a crunch is. probable, is not definite. Meaning
only 40 square feet of space per furniture or painting a classroom,
being placed on classroom space,
that the situation in the near
student whereas, most other city I· would allocate the money for
as four classrooms are taken out
future may not improve at all.
universities have 60 or more painting purposes."
of operation each: week. ObHowie Kutcher, one day
square feet of space available per
Professor ,Mikulsky explains
viously, the classes scheduled in
session student feels, "shortstudent ... Furthermore, Baruch is that the space that we have is
those rooms are then moved to
changed as' I see that I am paying
next to last in the amount of limited. She contends,. "to try to
other classrooms, thus occupying
the same tuition as a -student
square feet of space provided per solve the problem of lack of
potential lounge. space.
going to another ·CIty unl\"ersity,--student.
lounge space by reducing the
project is set to be completed by
while· the other student is
"Being an urban college and number of classrooms we have
late February or early March. .receiving better fringe benefits
not having a serene environment, and offering less courses hurts u!'
Therefore. an installation of a
than lam." Professor Mikulsky
a beautiful campus with rolling even more. Our budget ~s partly
lounge at the 23rd street building,
counterpoints by replying, "for'
hills or green grass, the lack of determined by the number of if at all, "would have to wait after- fringe benefits you can' go to
lounge space at Baruch College classes we have and the number of
the completion of the window
another ,college,. for better
becomes an important issue;" courses we offer."
installation project," explains - education you come to Baruch."
emphasizes DCt:~...session Student
Student Governments, comProfessor Mikulsky,
Does that mean we shouldn't even
Government Vice-President of posing of Graduate, Day. and
The administration and the
attempt to achieve both?
Liberal Arts' . .and Sciences, Evening Session, jointly trying to
student go v e r n m e n t s had
Currently the City of New York
Charles Stuto.
get iadditional lounges, disagree . previously agreeduhat .based on
is conducting an evaluarion of·all
The P~esident . of the--Day with . Professor
MfkuI.sky's· :tbe' results·of the vexperimenral
dty---utti\·er5itiesTO· dttermine
Session . Student'Goverriment~o.r-Contentio~aOOut:-destr-u~ti<>n -of ·"..Jollng.e:jt_.~l(t ,~h~n~Q.e._clete.t:: .._,.th.e_a~~qua!e .!1~ed~ of c:a ch ·unit.
Lynne Bursky, stated:' "Students lounge furniture b)' students. In
mined whether another lounge ' A decision, based' on the study,
need lounges as
rest pit' from '. order to' pro~·~their'poin·t,·the .. _wpuld-. be set up. According' to
'to improve or perhaps' --even
classes, and it provides a place for 'governments, with the help of the
ProfeSSor Mikulsky, "the results decrease the amount' of space
them to socialize, which in turn administration, have set' up a
thus far are fine and ther~ is now
currently being occupied by the
a distinct. possibility that the
universities will partly be deterleads to a more relaxed at- lounge in room 508 of the 26th
mosphere at the college." This street' building on an experimental
additional lounge will be set up,
mined by any change in the
possibly 'in the 23rd street
enrollment of the number of
feeling is echoed by many basis. As Vice President Stuto
students and admittedly realized explains: "The cost to' set up the
building."
students in each university " If
by the administration.
lounge was- nothing. We were able
Space' a p p ar e nr l y being
the enrollment has increased, or
Yet the admini;tration is quick ~ gather old furniture from
available, the question of
is-nigh compared to the current
to-point out that there is no space previously abolished lounges:'
financing the furniture and
total space of that university, the
available for the purposes of
Perhaps then the solution lies in
fixtures for the lounge then
possibility of' exapansion is
installing lounges. Vice-President reducing the current amount of
follows. Vice President Stuto
distinct. According to Professor,
Stuto agrees: "Financially, there space allocated for offices rather
explains. "The administration
Mikulskv, "where as the en-

or
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Continued 0/1 page 6

CIA Course For College
Presidents
The CIA, under pressure to.
stop its admitted widespread
covert activities on American
colege campuses has initiated a
series of seminars to woo leading
university administrators. In the
past
nine
months.
seven
university presidents have visited
CIA headquarters in Langley, Va.
for day-long briefings, according
to CIA spokesman Dale Peterson,
"to talk about our many common
interests. , •.
The latest goodwill gesture
comes in the, wake of f;l flood.of
requests
from 'some
80
universities for agency files
,_con\:ermng
clandestine
- recruitment of students and
faculty
by. CIA operatives.
Admitting only to the covert
recruitingof foreign students on
American campuses,
Agency
Director - Admiral
Stansfield
Turner has openly.refused to give
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any assurance that he will comply
with strict guidelines proposed by
Harvard University President
Derek Bok to limit the Agency's
campus activities.
The
CIA's
uncooperative
attitude has Irritated Bok and
other academic leaders, but the
Agency
is
encouraged
by
auendance at the seminars which
took place in March and June of
this year. Agency spokesman
Peterson says such topics are
clandestine activities on campus,
university-agency relations and
research were discussed at the two
meetings.
"They're'
[the
college
presidents] doing iibecause they
see
some mutual benefit."
o Peterson maintained. •.. Ir'sturned
out very beneficialso far. That's
why. we're proceeding and are
planning to have some more."
Petersonrefused to give us the
Continued on page 14 .

To concerned students and all concerned
persons at Baruch Couege.
As indicated bythearncles-and ednonats in this issue of
~ICKER, the lack of lounge space on campus has become
irttolerable'. The lack of lounge space is no.longer just an
inconvenience; it is an injustice. To show the solidarit~· of
all students, ·faculty and administration members on this
issue, the following petition has been created.

SHOW THAT YOU CARE•.
SIGN uP AND BE COUNTED.
MAKE TIlE ,VOICES OF
TR~Y CONCERNED PEOPLE~ '
BE HEARD.
.""

Name:
SchooI:--=-~--~-------------~-.'
r:
-~-

_~ ",'

.'.... .:i:;

.
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Indian "Cultural Club:
Young But Vibrant

Baruch's Net't

center

Third World Presentation

-,'

The latest techniques used by
college administrators and faculty
unions to resolve a wide range of
labor disputes will be explored
through a series of four regional
conferences sponsored this winter
. by Baruch College's National
Center for the Study of Collective
Bargaining in Higher Education.
A workshop on grievance and
arbitration procedures is planned
in Boston December 3-5, - cosponsored by Northeastern
University; and in San Francisco
February 14-16, 1979.
A workshop on collective
bargaining techniques is planned
in Boston November 29-30 and
-" December I. co-sponsored by
Northeastern University; and, in
Miami December 10-12, cosponsored by the Center for
Labor Research and Studies,
Florida International University.
The two conferences 'planned in
the. Boston area have been
'scheduled end-to-end so par.ticipants may register for both .at
reduced rates. '

'~

"For
t h o se
engaged
In
g r i e \' a nee,
arb i tr a t jon 0 r
collect iv e bargaining activities,"
said Dr. Theodore Lang, the
Center's
director,
"these
workshops give 'hands-on' experience under perceptive, critical
observation which would be
difficult and costly to obtain in
.real life. "

·

The National Center is a nonprofit organization specializing in
collective bargaining in higher
educatin. In addition to these
workshops, the Center, maintains
a computerized library of more
than 250 collective bargaining
contracts from which can be
extracted full-text excerpts on a
wide variety of subjects.
Through these conferences and
the research it conducts each year,
the Center. housed at Baruch
College since it was fuunded in
1973. functions as a clearinghouse
for information in the field.
Registration information for
the workshops is .available by
writing the Center at Baruch
College., Box ,322~,17 Lexington
Avenue, New York C~(y"IOOI0.

Who Got The Money?
b~"

Julie Perrone Geffke
The Fed does. The Federal
Reserve Bank (or the Fed as it is
commonly called) has billions of
it-in cash, coins and that lovelv.~ mellow yellow-GOLD.
On two separate occasions
(October 19 and October 26) THE
FIN-ECOFORUM sponsored a
field' trip to the Feder.al Reserve
Bank of New York. The group
was also joined by members of
SIGMA ALPHA ALPHA. the
undergraduate honor society.
The Baruchians spent a Iively
informative hour on tour as the
Fed located in downtown
Manhattan. Upon approaching
the building, we were struck by its
massiveness. The architectural
design speaks of strength and
solidity. The building itself is
r e m i n rsc enr
of
Italian
Renaissance palaces.
Our group began its tour with a
short film, dip which briefly
described the Federal Reserve
System and its origin. We were
then escortedto various departments which would have made
"Ole Kine Cole". feel riaht at
home., Yes, the group was in the
counting house, and the- counters
were counting up the rnoney-shundreds ofthousands of dollars!
-lt s finaIj' destination???-the
fumacel That's right, the Fed
burns money daily; but recently,
in an attempt to curb pollution,
. the green Sluff 'is shredded and
used for insulation in bousins...

.

For (he bulletin board:

VANGUARDS VAMPS
Vanguard Studnet Coalition
has been collecting signatures to
present to Mr. Ahrnet Ertegun,
President of Atlantic Records,
about the record recorded by the
Rolling Stones entitled uSo m e
Girls". Vanguard maintains that
the lyrics of this song containsracist and sexist remarks leveled
Wood Marquetry
at blacks and women. The
petition questioned the judgement
Exhi~itio-n
of Mr. Ertegun in allowing such.3"
blatant attack to be released.,
Baruch student Louis
Anyone interested in joining Agruso will be exhibiting
Vanguard in their handing over of samples of his functional an
the petition to Atlantic Records is objects in the lobby of the
asked to meet in room 311 of the 24th St. building, '":, from
23rd street building Thursday November 27th through
November 30 at twelve noon. It December II th. The' exhibit
should prove 10" be a very. m- . is sponsored by Gay People
teresting encounter,
at Baruch. ~
-c ,

-

.

.

-

. ,

~

SQ, that nice warm' feeling at
home may be due to old, shredded
Benjamin Franklin's!!!
Our next stop found us in a
huge basement vault with
thousands of bags full of coins.
The Fee determines the approximate dollar value of each
bae bv its weizhr. The inflow and
outflow of money is cyclical,
depending upon the peaks and
troughs of business activiry
throughout the year.
And, finally" the piece de
resistance-s-the Goid vault, where
the market value of one bar of
gold is equivalent to $80,000, the
cost of a home! At ,this stage of
our journey, we were literally
foaming ....-at the mouth while
attempting to .poke our fingers
through the cage just to, touch the
precious metal. It's probably the
closest any of us will ever get to
$17 Billion dollars..1 might add that security at the
Fed is extremely tight; and in all
the years "of its existence. there
has never been one sinele robberv. The Fed maiiuains-its ow~
security force. These men train
regularly' on. the Fed premises and'
all are considered expert
marksmen.
But aside from storing funds,
the .Federal Reserve System
performs
many
i~nant
functions, the most important of
which is, formulating and
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HOROSCOPE
Week of
November .

Scorpio (October 23-November
21) Jealous lovers tend to
overact. Listen to their inter, pretations to better understand
your own position.
,/

by Maria Marrone

Aries (March 21-April 19) Now
is the perfect time to evaluate
your own ideas and morals. Put
your findings to a test.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) Some
of you may have exciting' travel
plans. Due to fatigue, they could
be postponed.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Go
after what you want.' You'll
soon find 'whay you desire most
is readily available.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) A large

8 _ 9

Sagittarius
(November
22December 21) Don pay any attention to envious friends. Your
~mazing ~rm onlymakes them
InseL~ .

26th
~

collegiate crossword

sum of money is placed -in your
care. Useit wisely.
Leo' truly 23-August 22) You
may be
pressured
into
a
troublesome .situanon at this
time. Beware of older person.
Virgo (August 23-September 22)
A long lost love comes' (0 surface. Reminiscing happy days
will be strnulating.
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22)
Don'( let anyone interfere with
plans. Let them ride!

Capricorn (December 22-January
19) Life is too short .(0' be
wasted. Take all tempting 'opportunities that may come your
way.

Continued from page 1

12

13

25

36
39
42

Aquarius (January 2Q-February
18) You feel very energetic and
have your ,hands on everything.
Don't let go, it feelstoo good!

I.'

50

51

52

55
Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Invitations come frequently these
days. Your social life will
become exciting.

58

61
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population by smashing all
Jewish owned stores and burning
'all the synagogues. What
followed were deeds of savagery
and murder" and the ultimate
death camps: Warsaw, Bergen,
Belsen, Aushwitz, Dachav,
Buchenwald and others." ...
There 'was a tremendous
response to this exhibit 'and many
people wanted to do reports on
the subject for their classes. Many
classes went to see the exhibit.
Even the Psychology .Society
obtained research from the .
exhibit.
The advertisement on which the
.Jewish" Council . communicated"
the, event to the students read:
"For once . . . take the time from
study to remember the Holocaust
of Six Million Jews." .
The Jewish Council has 200
members and they are looking for
new recruits. Every Wednesday
between
10:00A.M.
and
2:00P.M. there is an information
center set up outside the 10th
floor cafeteria in the 23rd Street
building. The purpose of the
. information center is to inform

the students of the cultural activities which are being offered by
the Jewish Council.
Lillian
Ortiz,
another
newcomer to Baruch, said, "I
·think the Holocaust exhibit was
really something great which
added a new light to the school. In
this exhibit, I saw the suffering
that the Jews went through I
enjoyed seeing the exhibit and got
a lot out of ~;"
A reliable source, which chose
to remain anonymous, said that
be thought that.. approximately,
tbe last 2S'pet es. in. ~ exhibit
should
have been shown. He
also said 'lhat ·lhe.-~peoptt·viewing'
~e 'exhibit should not have been
exposed to'· such a barbaric
tragedy, because approximately
the last 2S pictures exposed too
much 'of the torture which was
shared by all the Jews.
THE TICKER wishes to thank
:he Jewish Council of Baruch for
its invaluable contribution, and
urges many more exhibits of this
type from other organizations
also. It will help to broaden all of
our horizons .
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THE BARUCH STUDENT CENTER PRO(iRA:\1 HOARD PRESENTS
()

A Fun Filled Ski Weekend
AT
POWDER RIDGE. CONNECTICUT
JANUARY 5-7.1979
Tour Rates: Per Pcrsori
41n A Room $44.75
3 In A Room 52.75
+ $2 for In ..urancc
"
2 In A Room 60,75

nation
42 Theatrical interval
44 Doesn't --- eyelash
45 Genesis vessel
46 Open
48 - - judicata
50 Old TV show
(3 wds.)
55 Construction member
(2 wds.)
56 Invalidate
57 Inter -'58 - - breve
59 Sheer fabri c
60 Eastern European
61 Cal. - .
62 Horse .
63 Orson welles role

1 Mr. Guthrie

5 Northwestern
10

14
15
16

17
18

19
20

e ,

ur

41 West African

ACROSS

23
24
25

capital _
Pleased
Dregs
Eve or Enoch
Irritate
October gem
- - Miles'
Miss Korbut
"My --," 'old TV
show t
Prefix for pod
Draft classification (2 wds.)
" - - as a
..
Stranger"
Incas' milieu

26
'28 Bacterial
33 HomeOwners'

(abbr.r

34

debts

DOWN

Skeletal

35' -5anu-36

37
,
38
39
40

Bert-lattr role
Emulates the big
bad wolf
Earth goddess
Mr. Boudreau
Eddie Peabody's
instM.lJ1ent

.1 Airborne .
2 Amends .

8 fabric juncture
9 Makes more
attractive
10 .Picturesque cave
11 Leslie Caron role
12 Aquarium growth
13 Coll!=!ge VIP
21 Deer
22 Actor Calhoun
27 - - mother
29 Data, for short
30 Jane fonda movie
31 Djakarta native
32 "Rollerball" star
33 french title
.-iabtrt.·)
34

Di amend sacri fi ce .

37 Larcenous rodents

(2 wds.)
Nibble
Tell an
41 Needlefisbes.
43' Very' enthusiastic
44 Cried

38
40

47 HeIde

work-unit·

" 3 Omitting (2 wds.)
49 Ward off'
4 Site.of 1952 winter 50 Car or command
olympics'
51 Competent
52 Bath powder
5 Washbowls
6 Gi ve a speech
53 Un it of speed" .
7 Old TV show (4 wds.)54 Soak up the sun

CUNY-BA "OPEN HOUSE'~
··Thurs., Dec. 7, 1978
•
·12-2
315 P .A.S. Room 1012
For students now registered fn the
Program and those interested in
enrolling. (Bag lunch)

Black Students Organization
presents the.showing.of the.film

'-.

'Soul To Soul' ,

Price Include..:
.. Superior Fir...t CIa.... Acconunodat ion..
al Ihe Sheraton-Hart ford HOld
.. Roundtrip. transportation Via Deluxe Mot or ... oach
.. All Taxes and Service..
.. Ski Equipment Ior the Weekend
.. Beginner.. Ski Oricnturion

featuring clips from 15 hour concert celebrating the 14th year of
independence in Ghana with Roberta Flack, Santana,
lke-n-Tina Turner and much more

Free Popcorn to thefirst one thousand students
Room 1305 -' 23rd Street
Thursday, November soi«. 12 Noon .

HOld Features:
..
..
..
..

Deluxe Room .. wiih Phonl'& Color TV
Dancing & Live Entertainment Nightly
Indoor Pool. Sauna-, & Health Club . -

Ticket's Next
Deadline
Dec. I1thFeatures
·Dec.14th~ .
.

.

14 Rc..I ..i urum-. (Varici yo!' Foodv)

Shopping Mall -

'"

"

For Rescrvat ions and In formation Comucr.
Ronald Kolin;;~(212) 359-3370 IOpm-II'pm
Rucbcn Adc...huko- Room JOllA. 23rd SI. Bldg.
During Club Hour..or Firday 12:.00-1 :30
Roher! Franci...-(212) 699-9390, ln thc Evcning-,
PAYMENTS qUE BY NOVEMBER JO. 197X
MAKE YOURRESERVATI()NS NOW
(Thi-, I rip i.. not ;,pon,oreu ~1r adrninivtcrcd hy Baruch (·olkg\.'
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.. etters

JOIN THE BOYCOTTI
The Ticker editorial staff . . upport s and encourage- t he Baruch
ca Icteria bOY~·OII.
For 100 long. Baruch st udcru- ha , c had III pUI up wi t h o v crpriced. low quality food at our three. school caf'ctcr ia-. Since t hc
ucner
- al ...onccn-u- amona studcru s seem . . I ..l .... upport I hi . . accusat iorr;
it i . . t imc [0 .... Itlp complaining to each ot hcr , and t o rake rc-pou-ibilil~ for t.r ying to change [he -i i uat ion ,
Eftcct ivc immediately i" a school-wide bOYL'll[~llf all tood . . and
drinks from Ihe campu . . cafctcr ia:x, We bclicv ~ I.hl~ ..,Il'p i-, Ihe l))1l~
cf'Icct iv c mean . . Il) nicer our l.'nth-lowCI pr;L·l·.. and qua lit y fllI.X!....
Though it is a dr astic ... i cp, verbal and wr it t cn complainr-, hav I.' lWI
had Ihe de-sired effect.
We wonder whv-Tast v Vcnds cont r aci i ... renewed v car a ttcr y car
when his pricc-. keep rising. Prcscntlv, I hl~a-rctl.'ria ... · pr icc . . are
hie..... her t han many.....
nciuhborhood
,Iwp.. . · pr icc-. Thi .. i . . not l))1I~·
.
ridiculous. it is terribly unfair.
Perhaps a committee could he formed by Dean of Student - . Ja~
Finkclmau t o il1\ ~"'liga( l' o[ her pllssibk foou \ I..'nUl)r ..... II ..:ertainl~
wouldn-:.Lhun and may al.."tually help. For lhcSIUdcllb at Barudl... il
..: ould result in-healthy. qualilY food al reasl..)Jlably low pril.."l'.....
Until thaI L"lllllC.. . III pass. \isil some of Ihe llcighbtlrhood shop"
and enjoy a widl..' \ariely t~r luiKhl..'on dishes. or ~llU ..: ould bring ytllH
Iun~h from home. \VhaIC\er YtlU do..iusl hc sure It) juin the students
~'hu join the bU~l;(HI.

~.

1::::.,
·L -_ . ,._,....

..

:Editorial

Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in
reference to the pictorial display
of the "Holocaust" that has appeared in the 24th Street Building.
This display was sponsored by the
Jewish Council of Baruch, and in
my opinion, this exhibit is vulgar,
offensive,
and
simply
unnecessary. It has often amazed me
why people insist on rehashing
and reaffirming the atrocities and
hatred of the past. Perhaps the
greatest hindrance to the prospect
of peace in the future, is the consrant reminder of hatred that has
. occured in the past. This exhibit
has only served to stir up feelings
of vengeance and hostility in a
generation of people who had
nothing whatsoever to do with the
. 'Holocaust."
What if this idea of publicizing
past abominations were extended
to 01 her et hnic and reliaious
,groups? \Vhat if the Blacks
publicized the gross injustice of
slav erv, or Christians highlighted
the trauma of their oppression. or
the Japanese, spotlighted the
senseless
m ist reat ment
they
receiv ed in. Ihis country during
World War II? The world would
revert into an arena for debating
which group -'01' people had suffered
most ,
and
absolurelv
not hing would be al.."L'omplished.
I'm not saying wc should forget
the pasl. but lets try and
remember it in a way that will
promote cooperation rather, than
nourish ha.!Jed. I hope that the
.Jewish CouL'il of Barud1. as well
~

~

.
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as every other Student COiganiza- and equitable manner, and only a
tion, uses its'· funds to advertise few events had to be cancelled.
the positive aspects of mankind in Furthermore, as a result of the efwhatever future. projects they are fort put forth by myself and other
considering. It bothers me con- . members of the Fees Committee,
siderably to think that the Student an annual budget was passedActivities Fee, that I pay every
for the first time in the history of
semester, is going to a group of Baruch College.
students intent on
fostering
Many of you probably recall
hatred.
the months that went bv last term
J.G.&N.G.
until budgets were pa~s-ed. Th~t
. situation was no different 'from
To the Editor,
anv other term. Unfort unatelv,
.
I view it as rather biased that
the Fees Committee has never
editorial staff of Ticker constantbeen quite successful-during the
lv
criticizes
student
aovernmenr
.
spring term. This is primarily due
.
however they never praise .t.
to the fact that clubs are in "full
As an official of student
gear" and already have events
government, I do admit that th-re
planned for future weeks during
are times we must be criticized.
the spring term. Being a newly
but there are also times that we
elected body. the Fees Committee
should be praised.
is not in full gear at the beginning
Several weeks. azo there was an
of the spring term. and are unable
editorial entitled "Fees Fiasco."
to allocate funds within an apAs many of you probably recall
propriate time limit to avoid the
the Fees Committee was highly
cancellation of club events.
criticized. It was pointedout that
Generally
speaking,
clubs
budget hearings were left exare not well organized in the
elusively to one member of the
fall term. This allows the Fees
Fee's Committe-to this I sa~
Committee the proper time to
. 'hog~wash!" It must be realized
allocate
funds.
The
annual
that we are students and have to
budget that was- pas-sed by the
attend classes in addition to
commiueejrneans that in addimeetings .. Obviously our classes
tion to the funds the clubs
will conflict to some ext net with
have been allocated for the
the hours the hearings were called
fall. they. have already been
for. The article went on to say
alocated a spring budget. (It's
. 'Once again many important stumy
hope
that
the
spring
dent evenr s vrnight have to be
budgets have been printed in
cancelled due to the irresponsibilithis edition of the paper).
'ty and inefficiency of t he present
I can assure you {hat as a result
Fees Committee ... As you read on
0'1' the effort put forth by the Fees
-ir will become apparent that due
Committee, students events will
10 our responsibili', fewer e\'enrs
no1.- ha\e to be ~ancel1ed du'ring·
will be l..'anLelied ~then were
the spring term due to the inefficancelled in t he past.
cien~y of the next Fees CommitIt seems somewhat strange that
tee.
t he Ticker failed to mention in its
Sincerely.
lasl 'edition the fact that budgets
Howard J olson
han: since been approved ip a fair
Treasurer. S.S.S.G .
~

-

-

.
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Bangs & Whimpers
(Ed. note: these are excerpts from
a speech Judge Bruce Wright
made at Baruch last March
forB.L.A.C.K.)
lspeak to you in the vain hope
that , somehow, I will receive a
transfusion of your youth. and
you will be transformed into a
generation of radicals. We have
no radicals today, among the
blacks. The Hispanics have produced some.' During the bright
sunshine of the Sixties, we Blacks
were polite sitters-in. Rendered
semi-comatose by theories
love
and the virtue of turning the other
cheek, we allowed violence in the
form of primitive red-necks, their
dogs and their sabre-toothed
culture, to seduce us into prisons
and hospitals and, sometimes, into early graves.
There are no Nat Turners in our
midst, who will rise up from,
slavery and strike down a master
and his family. There are no Denmark. Veseys; no Harriet Tubmans. The underground railroad
is bankrupt and condemned.• It
has lost its tracks, its direction, its
steam and, alas. all of its Jim

or

Crowpassengers, .
'
And so, here you are; dark intellectuals, "nursing at the white
academic breast and trying. With.
--stealth, to sneak into the back row
of your.cirrcculumsome unhappy
ruminations from a discredited
Judge, who has been slapped
down by America's racist society.
I have no wisdoms for you. I have
only weeping and the bitter
poison of my tears, my black
acid. If you do not know how
treacherous the law has been, then
you are like a petrified tree, with

<Letters
Dear Editor,
I
know
that
it's
only
November, but I'd like to
nominate the Vanguard Students
Coalition for the 1978 Chapter of
the "Randy Newman Award"
(That's the award given annually
to the individual or organization
which best defeats its own purpose by overpublicizing an obviously harmless song.)
, Anybody with a brain in
his/her head realizes that Mick
Jaggers' lyrics are a gross
generalization, and that's exactly
how they should be taken. The
only thing that has been achieved,
by publicizing his lyrics, is to increase the sales of the record, and
to increase the number of people
who are aware or these tasteless
lyrics. I'm sure "that there will be
several dozen extra copies of the
Rolling Stones Album being
bought
by
Baruch
College
Students' because of the curiosity
over the lyrics. (which should
please Mr .. Ahrnet Ertegun very
much) Strangely enough, .every-

a

lifeless roots. For me to confront- unbilical feeds racism to those blood, a Puerto Rican was beaten 'of the White students in the class
the law, is the same as being the susceptible to that bitter toxin, and stomped to death by police 'looked at the sleeping Negro, and
headwaiter at an all-white ban- our common life-line must sustain officers, Little Clifford Glover, said, "Wake him u~" I hope that
quet , where my head upon a plat- our quest for human dignity,
Black and ten years of a$e, was the brief mentions which follow,
ter is the entree, and I must do the freedom and some thus far lost. shot down by an' officer named
will serve, in some way. to wa~e
carving with a dull knife. It is the sense .of unity.. The alien poet, Shea. Shea said he thought the lad up all of you who may have been
same ~s performing exploratory wriring his book entitled "This Is' was an adult -robbery suspect. slumbering in the innocence of igsurgery upon myself with a dull My Beloved," tells us that, "Hate During his trial, Shea was asked,
norance.
scalpel, and without the benefit of is legislated, shot into the veins "couldn't you tell the difference
First,' a story about the fairness
anaesthesia.
like a vaccine." And it is. The between an adult robbery suspect doctrine. You know, of course,
I come to you from that crude heritage from whichwe all spring,
and a ten year-old boy, especially
that in a court of law. 'o'n~ should
and primitive arena known as the is the latter-day mirror image of at a distance of but three feet?"
expect to discover fairness, if
criminal court. I come here Spanish, Portuguese, West Indian Shea replied, "All I saw was the theories of justice live upto their
tainted by my profession. It is the and American slavery. And ~'et.' color of his skin."
self-advertised Lmercies. Many
second oldest in the world. Some we survived. , ,
Randy Evans. barely at the age years ago, during the history we
. people ·say it is Iitt le different
Not so long ago, wherrAmerica
of puberty, was shot down point
call ancient, Hannibal made a
from the first oldest. But, to say, was convulsed in star spangled
blank by an officer named famous hike and took his cleas one lawyer did, that the Ap- orgasms over the bicentennial, it
Torseny. When charged with
phants and his Black soldiers over
pellare Judges are the whores who wallowed in a seminal recollection
murder, Torsney argued that he
the Alps. He pierced the heart of
have become madams. IS to of 200, proud years of white
suffered from a rare form of . Europe, getting as far as Vienna,
slander the whores.
history.
But,
beware!
That
epilepsy. Imagine, if you can, a
before becoming over-extended.
And yet, here I am, a profes- celebration, wrapped in the flag,
black youth shooting a white ofHe then began his retreat down
sionalpeasant in the vineyard of had nothing to do with us. It
ficer to death. Further imagine
the boot of Italy. all the while
the law, where, the grapes are spoke to that time 200 years ago,
that black youth urging' as a
having skirmishes with Caesar's
those of wrath. First, let me hope when our ancestors were slaves
defense. that he had a rare form
legions. In one of 'those fights,
that your generation does much and the Fat-her of this country was
of epilipsy.
Hannibal's youngest and most
more in establishing some link of a slaveowner. Blacks were then
John Brabham. a student at
handsome Black generals was,
reconciliation with the Hispanic the adopted step-children of a
Brooklyn College. was shot and
captured.
He
was
paraded
community. I have long deplored constitution which refused to
killed, by an officer named
through the streets of Rome in-a
the estrangement· which divides recognize black humanity.
Walker. Wa'lkei placed beside the
cage.on his way to the salt mines,
the Puerto Ricans and the Blacks
But we survived and the dark
dead body of Brabham a toy
there to be a slave for the rest 01
in New York.
national miracle can be ~is..;
pistol, to make it seem as though
his life. One .of . Caesar's
The police, in New' York, covered in that circumstance. But
he had been menanced . by
daughters. seeing the proud and
classify all Puerto Ricans as when, I pray, will the African and
Brabham and shot in self-defense.
handsome Black general. fell inwhite, no. matter what their the Spaniard realize their, comDespite testimony of fellow- . stantlyin love With, him. When
pigmentation. This is 'an obvious mon peril, their ,daily jeopard,
officers that that was what he had
Caesar heard' this rumor of
ploy to make the miscellaneous .and decide to, make: peace and
done. Walker was acquitted.
threatened miscegenation.
he
.genesoftheersatz Spaniards feel, common.causez..
In each of the fatal cases men- . .ordered that tae general's head be '
superior tome blacks. Tfiosewfio ,---"Berijarilfn--'-Yranklin---was- a--doiied~--ffie- o(ficers·cwerewtiue. --~'off.' 'BUt;--when· iris tearful
do, are mistaken. In the minds of founding father we may quote.
Their victims' were Black and
daughter
interceded.
Caesar
those who run this system of ours, What he said of the colonies in
Hispanic. Acquittals of white ofshowed that he could be merciful
we are all, niggers. Blacks and rebellion against English tyranny,
ficers killing Black and Hispanic
to a brave warrior. He had the
Hispanics are linked together like can be said of the Blacks and the
human beings has practically
Black general placed in irons and
Afro-Siamese- twins. We are all Hispanics. "If we do not hang
licensed the police to kill Blacks
buried in the center of the col-prisoners of the dark gene and we together, surely, they will hang us
and do so with impunity. What a
iseum. He could only move his
hav.~ more in common than any- separatel;--." In the Bronx, at a
pity that-we Blacks and Hispanics
head. Then. a hungry lion was let
thing else. While the American time so recent it still drips with
must be chained togetheg in the
out of its cage into the arena. Seefinality of sudden death!
ing the dark head"th~lion rushed
A first order in the quest for
for the kill. It leaped to devour its
justice for the poor, is the unificaprey, but. in its anxiety. it leaped
tion of Btacks and Hispanics. The just a bit too far. As the body of
Blacks must put aside their
the beast passed low over the head
pretensions of bourgeois and
of the Carthagenian, he was able
middle-class existence. Hispanics
to move his head just enough to
must forget that they have been
bite the testicles off of the lion.
one that I presented this article
called White and remember that
Immediately,
fifty
thousand
to had never before seen, or
they, too, are, with us, the
romans rose in the coliseum and
heard the lyrics that are being
wretched of America's earth. We
shouted in a single angry voice.
protested.
mustall, then. take off our masks
"Fight fair, Nigger!" And so.
I know its not easy to sit back
and become aroused. There is a
fairness bears close kinship with
and accept such' a harsh insult;
story told about' a' Black student
Diogenes' search for an honest
but since most people realize the
at Harvard. who was working his
man'; Sir Galahad's quest for the
complete absurdity of these lyrics,
way through with two jobs. He
Holy Grail;
Don Quixote'S
I feel that that's the best thing to
was always tired, but never missjousting with windmills; and Cando. You only wind up hurting
ed a class. One day, he learned
dide's long-sought blue bird of
yourself more by insisting on
that a prominent sociologist was
happiness.
defending yourself against such
coming to lecture on the Negro
You are an exclusive lot. You
outrageious accusations.
'problem in America. He believed
are unique. I say this because,
By signing a petition objecting
that no white man could tell him
now pending before the United
to Mick Jagger's lyrics, perhaps
anything about the problem he
States Supreme Court is the inin creating their own Student. Adyou are showing your concern,
did not already know. 'So, he arfamous Bakke case. If the court
but if you don't sign the petition, visory Committee. The Music Deranged to sit in the back of the
rules in favor of Bakke, it will be you will also, be showing your partment is t he first, and" thus
class and Catch a little nap during
acting as the assassin and the
concern plus one other t,hing- far. the only department to have
the lecture. The visiting professor
undeftaker of affirmative action.
common sense. Let's not help in . done so, and should be rightfully
opened his notebook and said. "Open admission will become
the promotion of Mick Jaggers proud of having set a laudable ex"And now, we come to theNegro ,s~ething for archaeologists to
ample.
racial-slander.
problem' in-Arnerica." Hearing
dig up and marvel at. and Blacks
J. J. G.
this, the Black student felt that it· and Puerto Ricans will be shut up
To The Editor:
Charles Stuto
was safe -to' nap, . and ,he fell . . in America's air-proof bag of
Vice- Presiden t .asleep. Th~ next sentence 'our- of racism.
I 'would like to take the opporSchool of Liberal Arts and theprofessor'smouth was. "The
(to
be continued next issue)
tunityto commend the Music DeSciences
burning question today, is' what'
.
.
partment for taking the initia~ive
(Day Session Student Gov'r.) shall 'we do with the.Negre?' One
" p '
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The Whirling Dervis;h-es========?===
.

The Whirling Dervishes, a
mystical Islamic sect, from Turkey
ended their second tour of the
United States at the Circle in the
Square Theater on October 30th..
The Dervishes (dancers) are-part of

.

'

.

J offrey-B-all et
>-,

by Renee Perry

settings from the late late show.
.The Joffrey Ballet employs a ver- Chopin's music is far too ethereal
satile combination of different for such mundane scenes.
. dance styles. On Friday they daneThe Theme, Variations and
__~.'~. .
ed to music spanning. three cen- Fugue part of the N.Y. Export:
, -. ""
turies, combining, classical' ballet Opus Jazz number was also a.".
..
and modern dance forms. Begin- disappointment. At first the use of
. ning with music of Joseph Haydn the fugue in dance worked in sucof the eighteenth century, they con- cession one, two, three, then five
tinued with Edvard Grieg and people dancing to the theme. But
Frederic Chopin of the nineteenth after that it fell apart because it
century and their finale called N. Y. became musically monotonous and
Export: Opus Jazz of the twentieth lost the clearly defined structure
which marked the opening.
century.
As the curtain opened for
However
Improvisations,
Chopin Preludes on a midnight another part of the N.Y. Export
the dervishes ,Whirl, their right
blue lit stage, empty except for a Opus Jazz, were exciting. In bright
hands are turned up towards
number of four, that each lasted grand piano at the upper left, the colored shirts with matching
heaven, to receive God's ever- were dressed in .Iong black robes, about fiftee~ ~inutes, I could ~ee dancers entered silently in black sneakers they recreated the dances
flowing mercy, which passes tall brown hats and had white thhat .the whirling had no n~atIve and white costumes. Initially the of the fifties forming colorful
through the heart and is tran- flowing skirts underneath the p. YSI.cal effect on the d~rvlshes. dancers and the music expressed geometeric shapes and symetrical
smitted to the earth with the robes. I was informed later that the Viewing them as they connnue had : and communicated similar ideas. patterns moving to jazz.
downward turned left hand. hats symbolize tomb stones, the a very cal~ing and ~ypng~ic ef~ect The piece collapsed when the - Robert Joffrey is not interested
Rhythm is kept by eight musicians robes, tombs and their flowing on. me. Th~.![ bellowmg white skirts choreographer Oscar Araiz decided in having his group perform .the
who play classical' Turkish music garments their shrouds, Their twirled above the chalked grey
to add a story line to Chopin's non- great classical ballets like Swan
and by the dervishes who silently dancing is to symbolize the leaving fl oo.r dever so peacefully: It all prograrnatic preludes. There were Lake and Giselle; preferring inrepeat the name "Allah, Al-lah, of man from the physical to the remm ed me of a scene in Walt
.'
.
D'
"F
. ,
. . such foolish melodramatic scenes stead to make his own individual
Al-lah ... "
spiritual plane.
isney s
antasia, where falh~g as a waiter serving drinks at a party statements by using both classical
I arrive a half hour early at jhe
The ceremony was open by a autumn leaves were set to the music
d
1 . h d - _
and modern dance techniques.
.
.
f
h
het
Rumi
f
B
h
Th
I
'
dbl
an
a
woman
p
aying ar to get
theate~
acn.
e rea mm
ower
d proceed e d to ru b poem m praise 0 t e prop et umi 0
elbows with the other patrons. I and followed by a beautiful recital was that all of the 'dervishes
. quickly found that a large per- of a verse from the Quran. Both movements and their. speed was
centage of the audience was made were done in the Turkish language coordinated by the 'sernazenbasi',
up of visiting tourists, who all that pierced the dark room with (master of dance) who weaved in
seemed pretty boring so I bee-lined power. The dervishes after kissing and out of the dervishes giving all More Songs About Buildings and Talking Heads is their love for the
it. back to my seat to wait for the the h~nd of the sh~kh and instructions . telepathically.. The ~f0od _. .
_bizarre~ . Their somewhat ,bizarre
ritual. After a short wait, the lights receiving his instruction proceeded whirling dW.yishes never collided as ~ Talking Heads (~t!, Brian Enf.!!-""-:,- vocals-and music have~=f~er
were dimmed and. an an-- to twirl and whirl in a counter- they circled about uniformly in the produced by Brian Eno" and perfected . with the -addition of
nouncement made asking - the clockwise motion. Once into their small room. One could easily see as Talking Heads
Brian Eno as performer and coaudience to refrain from clapping whirling, the dervishes seemed to the whirling dervishes whirled Sire Records (SRK 6085)
producer.
before, after and during the per- flow into a higher state. They endlessly on, that the essence of Review by Jay Moskowitz
Eno, who saved David Bowie
formance due to its religious spinned as if on an axis, that was these men laid not in the
"I'm Andy Warhol. I first from the depths of disco, is most
nat u r e .
A s h 0 rt ,
t h i c k - out of their control. I must say my glamorous, modern decorated became interested in Talking Heads noticeable on Talking Heads'
mooustached elderly man led a initial reaction was that of fear, I theater
but
were
whirling - when I learned that they were rendition of Al Green's "Take Me
group of eight dervishes and eight thought they might spin themselves somewhere where most men and artists who felt they' could best to the River.
musicians into the round room. All silly. However after their first women only dream about.
express themselves with music
It is in "Take Me to the River"
that it becomes apparent that
It IS no wonder that the Talking Heads
is
the most
promotion for Talking Heads' progressive group in rock and roll
newest album "More Songs About today.Tt shows that Talking Heads
Buildings and Food" (Sire Records is not restricted to their brand of
SRK 6085) highlights their oc- bizarre, cynical, New Wave music,
REUNJON by Fred Uhlman MEDICAL TESTS by C. & book demonstrates a group workcupations as artists. The album's but can adapt their style to other
cover is a life size photomosaic, a types of music as well.
(Penguin $1.95) One of the most E.Pinckney, M.D. (Wa.1laby shopping their stories, headed by
Ursula
LeGuin,
in
a
retreat
in
collection
of 529 close-up color
Talking Heads' brand of
beautiful stories I've ever read, . $4.95) A reference of 650 difAustralia. The stories they came
Polaroids of Talking Heads. The cynicism is the underlying theme of
about the lelatiollship belweell ferent tests explailIil1g what (liey
first cut of side B, Artists Only, their music. In "The Good Thing,"
two schoolboys in pre-war Ger- are for, normal values, abnormal up with are interesting as the
bears testimony to A Talking Byrne sings "Straight line exists
many, one Jewish, the ot her values, and an introduction ex- technique.
Heads' clear domination of ar- between me and . the good
Catholic. As political tensions plaining how to use the book.
FRANK
FRAZETTA
CALENtrock.
things/ Absolute trust keeps me
mount, so do personal ones. The Don't give this volume to an adDAR 1979 (Bantam/Peacock
The album, as indicated by the going in-the right direction."
actual story is somewhat sketchy, vanced Slate hyponchondriac.
$4.95) Science Fantasy's best
title "More Songs . . . ," is a
Virtually all Talking. Heads
but in a way that allows your
continuation of their first album songs are sung. tongue-in-cheek ..
mind and feelings to take over, URSULA LeGUIN'S SCIENCE known illustrator has a magnificent
full
color
calendar,
extra
"Talking Heads '77." Following Even their wholesome, allmaking you an involved part of FICTION I WRITING WORKlarge
pages,
with
extra
'large
date
the story. Highly recommended, SHOP: THE ALTERED I
up a debut album which became the American dress, once described as
Reunion would make a wonderful e d , Lee Harding (Wi nd h o ve r blocks to write on. A must for
most critically acclaimed album of fit for Jerry Fords.kids, describes
Fr azetra fans, some of hi" most
gift for the holiday season.
53.95) For those of you interested
1977 (rated no. 1 bv the New York their' disgust with American
Times and Village Voice for 1977), society.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF in writing science/fiction, thi .. intense work is included.
Talking Heads decided to expand
Perhaps the most amazing aspect
on the themes presented in their of Talking Heads' success is that
DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESENTS:"
first album.
they've received critical acclaim not
Films At 4 North
In the song "The Girls Want to often lavished upon New Wave
be With the Girls," David Byrne artists. After listening to the in_reveals his pessimistic views on novative, sophisticated, polished
Nov. 9 - American Graffitti
-boy-girl relationships. "And the sound of" their music, people often
boys say what do you mean/and ask "Do tnese people really perNov. 16 - Kentucky Fried Movie
there's no love/just boys and form at C.B.G.B's?
Dec. 7 - The Front
girls." Byrne has never been a big
Don't be mistaken, for these
Dec. 14 - Taxi Driver
advocate of the "cat and mouse" people represent punk at its finest,
games
employed by the boys and most artistic form. Perhaps the
Dec. 21 - Tommy
girls. In "Tentative Decisions" on brilliance of "More Songs About
Jan. 4 - Saturday Night Fever
the first album, he attacked the Buildings and Food" will lend
indecisiveness of. these relation- credibility to the -punk movement.
ships.
The album certainly is powerful
All. Films at ·12
-:Campus Affairs Commitee
The most striking aspect of enough todo so.
the Mevlevi Sufi Order, that was
founded by Melana Jalaluddin
Rumi 'in the thirteenth century.
Legend has it that a young Mevlana
....
was walking down a road in Turkey _...... .
and heard the hammering of a
blacksmith in the distance. He
'"
began to turn and whirl to the
rhythm of the blows until it led him
to a state of" ecstasy. The Mevlevi
rites symbolize divine love and
mystical ecstasy; they aim at union
with the Divine. The music and the
dances are· designed to induce
meditation on the love of God. As .

Talking Heads
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People Publisher Visits Baruch
b~

to offer a subscription S~f\JI..'C.
co nt am any
<u b l i m i na l adTht'n- they -convcrt ed 300.000 l)r"
November 4.
vert ising
their buyers to season sub,,:rih,,:r,_
Richard Durrell. the publisher o t
the public is int erestcd.
_ -2,ub O~~llrtU~l!i~" _ PEOPtE magazine, addressed
These feature st or ie-, .... killful i-,
St ill, PEOPLE is firs! and
Experienced t rorn rus Pt)SIt 1011'0
the Advertising Society about the written by a mostly' female staff always marketed as a. newst and
at Young &Rub_icam and Grey
workings behind his blockbuster (avg , age 32), take anywhere from
publication. a vital qualii y a
Advertising,
Durrell emphasized
.
weekly. Durrell agreed to speak one week to several weeks i o
newsstand . magazine must ros~e" . .
per severcnce and a bit of luck as.
a iter being picked up by a cab obtain the required : permission.
is what Durrell calls OOt he quick
stepping stories 10 a job in an
driver who just happened to be research" the subject, and coorgrab,". This could 1:5t' explained as
advertising agency. Despite what
a product' which urges t he conHarry Ku p e r sc h m i d t , the dinate the material in a story.
might seem like constant rejecPresident of the Advertising Durrell said PEOPLE "does not
sumer to purchase it spontion, one's job hunting should be
Society.
give copy or photographic conrrol
taneously at the store. The
"constant and unrelenting". In
Durrell,
who
previously to the magazine's 'subiects.' He
primary element account ing for
addition, Durrell praised the
this ··quick grab" for PEOPLE is
worked at Life magazine and the admitted there have been cases
advertising business as being
its cover.
advertising agencies of Young & where a hot celebrity story slipped
excellent experience for countless
Rubicam and Grey, began by away. for this very reason.
The Cover
fields other than advertising itbriefing the Society on the many Although the personalities apThe effectiveness of PEOPLE's
self. He gave as a reason the
fluctuations of the magazine pearing
in
t he
magazine cover is dependent upon the cover
broad scope of companies and.
industry. -While - in the 40's, frequently deny their own
person(s) being i n s r a n t l y
products advertising '-~encies
magazines' were the dorninent statements print-ed in
the recognizable by a high percentage
constantly deal with.
. medium in our country, the 50's magazine, Durrell maintained of the' general public. Durrell
Regarding opportunities in the
brought a decrease in magazine that legal problems have never specified two variables that can
magazine industry, Durrell adpopularity. This was a result of surfaced.
make or break the cover's sucvised the journalistic-minded
the new mass medium, television.
The Market ~
cess. They", are 1) timing, and
collegiate to get as much exA magazine resurgence did not
Before explaining the PEOPLE 2) the "X factor". Proper timing
perience as possible with' his
occur until the mid 70's. This sales pitch, one should be familiar
is taking advantage of someone
The exschool newspaper.
came about because of the in- with the market the magazine who is currently in the spotlight
perience gained working on a
creasingly
expensive
rates caters towards. Durrell estimates and not one month before or
college newspaper staff is intelevision was charging to ad- that e~ch individual. copy has 8 after. The "X factor" is the
valuable in addition to being a
vertisers, Presently, the magazine readers-a' phenomenal
degree to which the public is
requisite to landing a job on most
industry is more active, more achievement considering this
curious about the cover people. , major newspapers.
influential, and more profitable surpasses the' single copy There' are always certain per-'
than ever before. Smack in the _readerships 'of
Newsweek,
sonalities that will "sell" better
PEOPLE T.V. show
middle. of this magazine rebirth Redbook, and Penthouse. Two
than others. Durrell said, "sports
The cancellation of the
was PEOPLE.
out of every three 'PEOPLE
personalities and politicians
PEOPLE television series was
Some Background
purchasers and readers are generally do not fare well at the
brought up at the- meeting.
At PEOPLE's inception in women in the 18:'34- age bracket.
newsstand." Movie and television
Durrell explained that when -CBS
March of 1974, sales were $1 It is these readers, the young and stars often assure "hit" covers.
contracted them to do a "peoplemillion at '351:· per copy. This educated, that 'Seem to organize- Last .year's best -selling issue was
oriented'.' T.
show, .the
contrasts drastically with today's - their time more strictly. These the one featuring entertainer . J~l~g~~ne .e~~~iives .ha<:i reser._- figures-of -S2 .filillion·at· 7SC' pet:.-people supposedly know exactly '. Tony- Orlando'during-" h i s . 1 . . _
.
-vations.. Yet ...uu;. proJecL.-.was
copy. When a magazine increases when and what 'they want 'to read.
comebacktan excelleriiexiriiple- tackled because of the apparent
its circulation and sales following
Durrell explained that women
of good timing).
economic rewards it could have
a price increase, they must be over 50 years old and men over 35
Other crucial selling aspects of
reaped f or PEOPLE magazine
_.
doing something right. Especially tend to stop buying magazines
the
mag a z in e a r e
its
Despite- what PEOPLE thought
when the annual mortality rate and consequently are not actively
"readability"-the average issue
was a "tastefully done" program
for new magazines is lout of 3. sought OUt to buy PEOPLE.
can be easily read in less than an
and theefforts of Producer David
What was PEOPLE's success
hour,-'and the position it ocSusskind, the transformation of
formula?
Sales Pitch
cupies on the dealers newsstand.
the popular magazine to' a
Paramount to their success was
How does PEOPLE proceed in
television format was a ratings
the demise of Life magazine in getting their magazine, . sold?
Advertising
failure.
.
December 1973 (the irony here Durrell says their marketing
Of PEOPLE's total revenue,
Although Durrell asserts that
being that Durrell worked on Life operation-s-is basically a "retail 55070 is derived from circulation
the cancellation of .the series has
until its dissolution). Once Life sales pitch". When PEOPLE was and subscription sales, and 45070
no negative reflection upon
folded, the need arose for a new, born it was decided they would
from - advertising. Last year
PEOPLE magazine itself, a
light-hearted, pictorial magazine. steer away . from the popular PEOPLE carried more adfamiliar adage is still appropriate:
PEOPLE fit the bill perfectly.
vertising from more different
newsstand-subscription sales
"When you've got something
consisteru ly publishes topical or
"}wt" 'stories in which they feel

MichaelAbadi
On "Thursdav.

All the
culture
you'll ever
need.

-
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according to Durrell, was to focus
on the individual reader's interest
rather than the mass'. Durrell
termed . this innovation "personality journalism". PEOPLE

creasing postal rates. Instead,
they introduced their magazine as
solely a newsstand publication.
Only later, when consumer
demand arose. were they impelled

.'

~
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..

.
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previous year. Advertisers were as
diverse as General Foods to
Danskins. If a 45070. advertising
ratio seems high, it's because it is.
But nurrelll insists· that 45%
advertising ratio seems high. it's
because it is. But Durrell insists
that 4587, is the absolute limit.
--Caution must be exercised not to
repel already loyal purchasers and
readers by a profusion of ads.
Durrell said' advertising in
PEOPLE should be Hdifferent
. and dramatic, but still tasteful!".
In response to a student's
question concerning PEOPLE's
use of subliminal advertising (the
hiddeneinbedding of. the word
"sex" and other sexually .connotative words or pictures in
advertisementsjc. the. publisher
stated thatthe process, if done at
all, would be done by the advertising agencies and' not the
magazine. He added that to his
knowledge, his magazinedid not

good, stick with it!" And there's
no doubt that PEOPLE magazine
is something good.

Toga
Continuedfrom page 5
one. "
Gruber and -the other SAMMIES wish to extend their wholehearted thanks to Mike Jones and
the rest of' the Class 'Council of
'81 members for co-sponsoring
this event, helping to .make it a
huge success.
For those ofyou who d.idn't
showup to the party, thesponsers .. '
wish to say that you have
put.
on double-secret probation! To
findour what that means,' come
dressed in properaltire to
Baruch's next toga party~' to be
announced at a later date.

been
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Real y.ogurt
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WANTED
'\ 4usiness oriented student
wishing to make good money
in short time.
Handling promotion and
distribution of-the
New York Times. If you are
interested call:
Mr. Steve Santos
566-1311

Continuedfrom page 1
advocate or condone a boycott.
but
"if the
students
are
dissatisfied, they have every right
to boycott. .,
Now it's 'your (Urn. Arc you
dissatisfied with the 'cafeteria's
prices? Do you feel that you- arc
being ripped off? Would you like
to see prices lowered? If so, then
join t he fight of the Conunit tce
for a Better Cafeteria and the
Class Council· of 1981 and
bOYCOll all of the Baruch
cafeterias: the Energy Bar in the
.St udent Center, the tenth floor of
the 23rd Street building, the first
floor of the 24th Street building.
and the fifth floor of the 360 Park
A venue Sout h building,
What does the word 'boycou '
mean? According to Al Delvlarco,
"a bovcott
is a buyer's strike. It
..
means, in this situation. do not
purchase- anything from the
cafeterias .unril our demands are
met. We demand lower prices;"
The committees have compiled a
list of specific items to be reduced
in price, which are listed below.
The date of the' boycott?
"Effective "immediately;" saysDeMarco.
°

'

.-

F e.
d R esv.:
Continuedfrom pqge'4

WHAT YOO-GH:
A.. c.c.""oJ_• . •n'S f ~/,....)
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. Student Government Ski Trip

..

Trip Dates: FRIDAY, JANUARY 5th thru SUNDAY, JANUARY 7, 1979
Departure: (times approximate)
3:00 PM - Ski-O-Rama, Hempstead
4:00 PM - Baruch College Cornerof Lexington Ave & 23rd St. New York City

Costs: Special January White Sale Rates for Baruch Students
$60.75 per person (4 per room)
$76.75 per person (2 per room)
No additional charge for Alpine Ski Equipment or lee Skates/or the weekend.

For Information & Reservations
JAY MOSKOWITZ
DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT
STUDENT CENTER
ROOM .404
(212) 725-3377

Make checks payable to: SKI-O-RAMA:-l0URS
or Fill out the charge information on theJeverse side.

..

..

Basketbalf

thanksgiving as Don Coxen and
AI Ford lead the Roots against the
Trailblazers.
Stay tuned to the Ticker for
more.basketball news next issue.

CIA

Continuedfrom page 3
names ot the presidents who
attended, insisting that to do so
Fin-Eco
would be "an invasion of their
Continuedfrom page 5
privacy." Meanwhile, the Center
The Fin-Eco Forum, would like for National Security Studies bas
to thank Professors Hessel, Huff- filed a Freedom of Informal ion
man, and Tansey for their COOP-request to find out more about the
eration and advice on the subject college presidents and the secret
of graduate Schools. At this time, . Langley pow-wows.
the :Forum .would also like to'
thank Naomi Lakin.
-e-Courtesy New Times
~

-

Lounges

Continuedfrom page 3
executing monetary policy. This rollment level in most other
responsibility is shared by three city universities has dropped, the
bodies: The Board of Governors, level at Baruch College ha-s
the Federal Open Market
remained stable, if not 111Committee, and the Federal creased." It appears there is-a
Reserve banks.
possibility of expansion of the
The Fed also publishes current total space occupied by
booklets,
pamphlets
and
Baruch College unless the study
brochures which are instructive, should indicate otherwise.
j~ormative and entertaining.
~Insummary, the students are
They can also help to supplement
currently being offered nothing
your texts (hear - that Fin 2600
more than '~possibilities" and
students"). And the best part of
upromises". These promises are
all is that they're FREE. Here's a
probably not much-different than
sample of the kinds of booklets
those offered to students in
available: "The Federal Reserve
previous years. While waiting for
System, Purposes and Functhese promises to be fulfilled,
t ions ",
"Your Money and
students can meanwhile .... begin to
Federal
Reserve
~m",
appreciate what little we have
"Historical Beginnings, The
now, so as to _forma base from
Federal Reserve System", "Open
which to develop and eventually
Market Operations", "Monetary
acquire more lounge space" urges
Aggregates
and
Monetary
Lynne Bursky.
Policy", and much much more.
As Vice President Stuto sees it,
We enjoyed the tour and think
"'we all recognize the need for
you might 100. If you're inmore lounge space, and the
teresred, simply - contact the
students are doing.somethingvIt
Public Information Division at may not be much, but its athe Fed and make your reserstepping stone; what's lacking is
vation.
more student input."
Appalled by the current lack of
lounge space one student
declares,
"at Baruch there is stuContinued from page ~6
Steve Postler -and Ray Jones '- dent apathy. Most seem to comkept the St. Albans Boys alive plain, yet few take the initiative. I
sure
if
students.
let
early with their clutch shooting. am
Norman Lawrence and Aubrey themselves be heard, things would
Fisher contributed good defense soon change for the better. " They
and playmaking from the might indeed.
When asked to comment on the
Backcourt " However, the Butlers
killed the "Boys" on the boards, , current availability of lounges,
as they often had the benefit of one student perhaps put it best
when he astonishingly replied,
two to three shots per play.
Action will continue following· "what lounges?"

>

Reservations are due by Sunday, December 10th accompanied by full payment.

COllJinuedfroll1page /5
hopef-uls.
Mr.
English also
participated in this year's New
York City Marathon and was the
147th finisher in a field of over
11,300 people. His time was an
outstanding 2 hours and 37
minutes and 8.9 seconds.
As we continue on, the Table
Tennis , Tournament, features
some of the best skilled players
around Mohammed E. Ramczan,
Carlton Kenard, Thomas Tsui,
Western
Jefferson,
Delroy
Jefferson, and Asif Khan are all
quarter round finalists.
What a fantastic time you'll
have if you would come check out
our Intramural Program. Come
on down to room 610A and see
what , we have that can interest
you. Just ask for Tom Cracovia
or Bonnie Oberman and let them
sign you up, and you'll become
part of-our happy family.
Everyone is welcome, the
hospitality shown to you by our
student workers, Gary Grasse,
¥
Fred Johnson, Stanley Rogers
and Andy Kozusko will have you
just raring to go, See you soon.

.
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Hey Baruchians get involved.
Kevin Forrester a smooth
The
Recreation
Department 5' 10:'. guard will take his team
located on the 6th floor in the into a quartet round battle with
23rd Street building is-sponsoring. the Latin Brothers' & Soul Team,
over ten exciting tournaments and
led by sleek 6' guard Jose Torres.
events for your pleasure.
Kevin's team (Philly) won a
All students who are currently crucial game last week when he
enrolled at Baruch can participate hit a jump shot at the buzzer. The
in the upcoming events.
45' shot sur~d the entire
The contests
range
from gymnasium am! sent the crowd
basketball to weight-lifting. All home in amazement. It- was by far
students are encouraged to join in one of the most exciting games of
on all the fun and become a part the season. Make sure. you get
of
the
vastly. improved- over to the gymnasium, and don't
recreational department.
miss. out on the fun and
The Recreation Department is excitement.
Othe-r
popular
also
running
a
Paddleball performers that play in the
tournament which is now in its tournament "are 6' 3" Greg
second round of competition. The Alston who leads the tournament
tournament is one of the biggest in scroing with a 21 point ·per
events the department runs. This game, and 6' 8" Greg Sanders
year's contest is the biggest yet.
leads his team Roots into quarter
Luis
Tosado,
this
year's round play this week against the
defending champion in the men's T rail blazers.
division , of - play
looked
The body building contest will
devastating in his first round of take place on December 16 and
tournament
play.
Another the location is to be named later
noticeable participant in the on this week. This contest
contest is George Acevedo, the features to be one of the most
second place finisher in the Mr. popular, events happening this
Baruch Body Building Contest. fall. All those interested in
Standing out the rest of the field entering cal still sign up in the
are Larry Messing, Jose Rivera, recreation office located on the
Hector
Bilfort ,
Rich
Auto, 6th floor in room 610A in the
William Rowel, Jose Caban, Greg 2.3rd Street building. The winner
Seward and Andrew Bova. Times· of last years contest Eddie
and schedules of' all games are Ferguson figures to have a tough
posted on the 6th floor bulletin time this year defending his title
board in the 23rd Street building.
against the rest of the developing
In the women's divi-sion of field of arheletes.
John Englis~ captured the
play,
defending
champion.
Deborah
Lazarowi tz
breezed push-up .contest this year bv
through her first round of play. completing
Second place.
..
. . .100.
.Debbie will have to work a bit went to Anthony Harris with 81
harder this year to maintain her push-ups ~d third place to
title, because- of the increase of Nicholas Tropiano with 73 pushwomen participants in this year's ups.
tournament play.
Our Ten Mile Run was held in
He); students, have you taken a Central Park on November 4. The
look
inside
the
remodeled grueling contest was won bv Eton
. gymnasium on the 6th floor. Butt in a time of 61: 18, Dean of
What a tremendous improvement the School of Education, Bruce
from that drab and deteriorating Wayne Tuckman finished second
with a formidable time of 62.30,
facility of last year.
The gymnasium was given Q. Loureco Lewis finished3rd with a
new paint job and a new floor was time of 63:56.
layed down to give it . that
1n the women's division- of the
Madison Square Garden Iook,
Ten Mile Run, l st place went to
This new look will enable the Chris Wiliams \})lo eased into the
basketball program that is run by finished line with a time of 83:43.
the Recreation Department to Second place went to Mitterland
become a stylisl; event that its Christopher in a time of 90:55.
meant to be.
The Weight Lifting event was
This years tournament is now won by Stanley Rogers with a lift
ill the quarter round of play. All of 405 pounds in the heavy weight
games are held during club hours division.
John
English
the
in the remodeled gym. Many of defending champion in the light
the contests are exciting and will weight division, will return to
thrill you throughout the entire defend his title against the many
game.
Continued on page 16
~
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Looking for roommate: Apt..
Stuyvesant Town. (18th St. & 1st
Ave.) Male or Female. 24 hrs.
Security. For info call Meyer at
674-8974 after, 8 p.m.
I'm selling all· new mcdse.
Everything in wicker and rattan at
phemom, prices. The perfect xmas gift. Call Paul 38Q-S674.
Greetings, for along time, comics
bought and sold.· Specializing
Marvel, DC, and Short Lived,
ATLAS. Phone evenings 4263799. J.B.
EXPERIENCE THE . F ABULOUS BILLY JOEL! Live in concert Dec. 15 & 16 at M.S.G. Ex. cellent tickets available. Contact
Charlie at (212) 229-6542.

.

To all members of P .R.I.D.E.
Happy Thanksgiving!!!
El.
BILLY JOEL Tickets Available
at Madison Square Garden/Fri.
Dec. 15 & Sat. Dec. 16.0rchestfa
and lodge seats only. Call Ginny
at (516)427-1187.
SCPB/212 Community
. welcomes
ROCK-N-ROLL
featuring the original music of
OLD FRIENDS
Tuesday, Nov. 21 in the Oak
Lounge Coffee house, 12:00.
ALL WELCOME!
SCPB/212 Cornrnunitv
."
presents
TDR
(Theme,
Development
&
Recapitulation) Music you can
boogie to! Tues. Nov.'28, 1978 in
the Oak Lounge Coffeehouse
12:QO

FOR SALE: Sansui 2000x Stereo
Receiver 140 Watts Music Power
39" continuous S 190-call Cat
389-4830 M-F 5-9
Dear Dean Fink,
I didn't know thai you were a
lecturer.
Mr.X
Dear Lynne,
You're so cute when you're
angry! !
S.M.
Ticker Staff
Dear Steve,
Thanks for helping me with my
essay. I really learned a lot, and I
know the info will prove useful.
Mary Ann

~

DATE TIME

OPPONENT~

SITE

12/4
12 7
12/12·

Queensboro
Pratt
Jersey City
Queens

Home

2/28

3 :30
.

..

Dear Joann,
Dear Swimmer.
Don't despair! You still have a .
When you swim out too far and
shot at the club championships!
high tide comes in, often the
"'>0Love• .water ends up over your head. I
President of Bowling Club think you understand I'm still the
same persone you met in HobTo John Rivera,
I have· my eye on you. nails.
Swimming too deep.
Remember me. I was in your sex
class.
Judy X

Dear Steve K,
, Did you ever consider 'botlorn less dancing?
H-T-I-E-K
Dear Maria,
Watch our for Keith A. He's
only after your money!!!
Mr."X
Dear Maria,
I like to fool around too!
Keith A.

I

What's a Robarilla? Do they have
one at the Bronx Zoo?

To .Peaches,
."
I'm still looking our for you. I
have a reputation of never quit-

Dear Jack,
When are you walking me 10
school again?
M.E.

ung.

Ern
Dear Joce,
Do you realize I have as much
on you, as you have on me. For
convenience sake, I think we
should stay friends. Your friendship means alot to me.
Mary Ann
Dear Wendy Rossnick,
I love you!!!

Mr. Hyde

.

Dear Lisa,
Happy Birthday to Fern and
... what's 'er name!!
The Senile Japanese Lady
Dear Dean Tony,
Please keep up the good work
on informing our students about
,
~ the student. pension
fund at
Baruch. This service will be continued as long as there is such a
¥reat demand from the student
population.
-~>..
Joel Segall
Present President of B.M.B.C.
_.'.

..:.....

Dear Maria,
PLEASE don't smoke
office!

~

Peter,
Have you lived before this life?
Sharon

the

10

J.R.
Dear Mr. Baruch,
What nut house did you escape
from? Tell us again how Nelson
Rockefeller got. elected as president of China.
.
P .S. Would it be to too much to
ask you to shave your body and
take a bath?
RobR.
Dear Renee S.,
Is it true you take it the hard
way?
Mr ix

.,..

Dear Swimming. too deep,
If and when the tide goes over
my head, will you be there to
rescue me? I understand, but if
you ever need someone to talk to
just call.
The Concerned Swimmerz friend

\

Steve:
Your rose really had class! If
you hold it between your teeth I'II
tango with you.
Joce
P .S. I love your legs. (Sorry--I
couldn't resist) .
Prof. Hershfield, surrender to
Prof. Oster, attend the lecture
and teach the class. Your evening
class s--ks.
"Bored to tears."
Dear San Jun.
HAPPY BIRTHDA Y!
Best Wishes!
Debbie

For the small fee of _ , for the first 20
words, you ·can have a say in your school
newspaper! We'll print anything. Fr~ selling
a car or CQfIC8I1 tickets ·10 even sending a
message to a friend.
Copy:

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

Name:·
Address:
Cily:,--:-._.--------- State:_...,..;.·Zip: _~
_
telephoM:_·.
_
Total Enclosed:
~
"
"Home"'-Submit your.~~·~o. t~. J;I~.~ 9f'i~~~_~ ~!:.~!~;~nt#~ler Bldg.
it ~ !low! w· i)";
. or mail itrW:e~_ .,t!F!. . . .tan~~~.t~~.!2!d;!!et,.,. .l..,:!W ·1Q01O.--~-~~

".ii;',:
....

P,,:.

).,~ f ~

,;;

'~,,-,~---~

A~ay
q

.:

--r-li"'"-- ,.... ....:..-..... ---~~--.~-~:-..-~.. .

"I

Dear Mary Ann,
Over the past year we've really
gotten to know each other well.
You're a super friend! I LUV
YA!
Joce
(P .S.-do you realize you have
enough on me to blackmail me
for life?! I'd better stay on your
good side!)

.".

t!

~: "~

Dear Mary Ann,
How degrading can one get l l
'Mindy

Home.

Brooklyn

7:Q&;:f~.:Paterson i

Page 15

Away

1/27 T.B.A. M.l.T.-S.M~U.
1/31
4:00
Yale
2/3
11 :00* C.C.N.Y.
2/7
6:00
Hunter
2/13.
5:00 .John Jay
2~22.

...

.' A·ttention All Baruch Students:
Ticker· Classified Is Back!

MEN·'SFENCING

I/S.

--~----~--.._"'- .

THETIC~ER

Intramural. Update

4:00
7:00
6:00
.
:4:00 .
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Baruch SmashesColumbia
Keith Almodovar
They are young, vivacious and
very attractive. They are the
Baruch Cheeleaders and they are
back to liven things up for all of
us.
There are only nine girls on this
squad of which- seven are
freshmen. All of the girls on the
squad have cheerleading experience. The girls perform only
at all the. home basketball games,
but they plan on expanding their
schedule to include other sports
also.
Miss Annette !\100re, an upper
sophomore, is
t he person
responsible for getting the girls
t caer her
and arranging their
practice sessions. Miss Moore
said t hat she decided to start a
cheerleading unit because she felt
Baruch needed cheerleaders to
liven up all the sporting events.
She began it bv advert isinzand at
first had many girls. The number
narrowed down to nine because
the other girls didn't have the
time to participate fully.
According to Miss Moore, this
is not a club. It is registered as an
Athletic Squad 'with the Physical
Education Department. She then
- - '-----.., ,~rlthat the reason why the
girls only perform when the team
is at home is because transportation is a problem for away
games.
When asked if she thought the
new scene of cheerleaders at every
home basketball game would
draw more people, she said, "The
(basketball) team is looking good.
I wish the school would
- come out
and support them."
The following is .one of their
cheers, extracted from a book of
cheers that was in Miss Moore's
possession:
I've got a feeling
I've got afeeling Statemen!
I've got a feeling
"
(name of opposition) is trying

As the group of young men
from Columbia University entered the room, the Baruch
players _mood changed from a
relaxed mood to one of respect.

b)'

-

- -

-

-

~

;,

,

to stab us in the back
Ho'e ain 't gonna rake no sh/ike that
\\'e're the ream that 's . gonna
",;
show you where it's at'
Hearing them perform makes
you feel like getting up and
movina wit h them ~ Watchinz and
listening to these girls perform
actually makes (he adrenalin now
rapidly through your body.
,\\'hen
the
eight
other
cheer leaders were asked why they
become cheer leaders". these' we're
their response's:
Loria Taylor: "I want to
become pan of the' school. This is
my first year here. I also want to
join another all-women club."
Deatriss Fulton: "I wanted to
meet new people. Also I wanted
to be one of the people who
supports the basketball team."
Ramona Foster: "I'd like to
root for the basketball team. It
shows that you are a part of this
school, and that you like to
participate in its activities."
Cassaundra Rose: "I was a
cheerleader in junior high school
and a booster in my junior year of
high school and a cheerleader in
my senior year of high school and
I could never lose thespirit l "
India Rogers: "I wanted
something to do in my sparer time
and we didn't have cheerleaders
in high school. I like excitement.
A

-

-

Cheer leading is fun ...
Pat Collins: .. I like to cheer
and I appreciate supporting my
school team, It keeps me active. ".
. Sherry Graham: "I wanted to
aet involved with the school. Also
cheer the team on to victory."
Cecilia Brown: '"I was int erested
In
givmg my school
<uppor t .
have experience
cheer leading and I enjoyed my
experience in high school as a
c h.eerleader. ..
Finally this cheer, also taken
from Miss Moore's "Book of
Cheers". is usually directed to the
other team at the beginning of
each game:
Listen people to what we say
You're gonna learn how to play
someday
You've got lead in your shoes
Cryin ' the blues,
While our team's making a fool
outa you!
We will, we will, rock you
We will, we will, rock you
All our team is shakin' you fast
We're gonna knock you on,
your pants
You've got dust
on you face
v
You big disgrace
Knocking your can all over the
place!
They are young. They are alive
and ready and want to be heard.
They
are
the
Baruch
Cheerleaders:
~

,

Basketball Tournament
Baruch student s and faculty
can look forward i o : :h scoring
act ion packed basket r,,:! g arnc- in
[he weeks to Lew",' Bar uch ' . .
Ba . . k ct ball Tour nan...»: i.., o tf t o a
. . ma-hing succe-,

been

unique

t:"h.}l gaj~:-':
b~~"':U""L

of

ha-.
t hc

corur avting :-,tyk' of play Marry

different ar ea-, of [he, -.-ity are
represented with players from the
Southside of St. Albans to the
valley of the Bronx. The players
have succeeded in bringing some
high class basketball to Baruch.
In the opening game of the first
round Fred Johnson led the B & B
team to a 54-19 shellacking of the
Vets. The second game saw St.
Albans Boys led by Norman
Lawrence and Ray Jones, stop
Security 49-38. The Butlers led by
Sandy
Hayes
and
Ron
Washington took They Players
71-42., Philly squeaked. by the
In the opening game of the first
round Fred Johnson led the B f B
team to a 54-/9 shellacking of the

Vets. The second game saw the St.
Albans Boys led by Norman
Lawrence and Ray Jones, stop
Security 49-38. The Butlers led by
Sandy
Hayes
and
Ron
Washington rook The Players 7142. Philly squeaked by. the
heavily favored Spurs 37-35.
Kevin Forrester hit a jurnpshot
from halfcourt with no time on
the clock.
Roots, Al Ford's crew had little
trouble with the Italian Stallions
and the Latin Brothers won a
hard fought victory over Touch
of Class. Philly will take on the
Latinos Hermanos & Soul, ,and
Roots will face the Trailblazers in
second round action.
Philly will have their hands full,
with Latin Brothers who finished
in second place last year.
Returning for the Brothers are'
George Acevedo, Willie Toro.
Calvin Watlington and Jose
Torres. The Latin Brothers
displayed 'good teamwork and
,
1:
poise in their victory over the

highly talented touch of class led
by Lonny and The Fe//as.
In second round action already
concluded the Butlers defeated
the St . Albans Boys in a highly
contested game. Each call by the
r efer ee-. brought· voci Icr ou-,
arguments from both sides.
The officiating so' far in the
tournament has been medicore at
best, and during this game it was
particularly bad. The Butlers
received a strong game from cocaptains Ron Washington and
Sandy Hayes; Al Alston came off
the' -bench
for
additional
firepower. Frank 'House' Eng
gave the Butlers a strong game of
the boards. The St. Albans Boys
hung tough during the first half,
but could 'not hang on despite the
strong efforts by Norman
Lawrence, Ray Jones, Ambre
Fisher and Steve Postler , Richard
Nimard rounded out the squad as
the Boys played with only five
men.

Columbia has gained the respect of c o ll e g i a t e chess
teams throughout the country
by their, constant high placing
of both its teams in national
competitions. Thus the task of
beating Columbia is not an
easy one by any stretch of the
imagination, regardless of the
team.
Baruch is not an easy VICtory for any chess team at this
time. The chess team has built
up an externely balanced team
to represent the school. This
balance is the strength that
g iv e s Bar u c h' the a b iii t y to
achieve~.uch sound victories .
The majority of chess teams
have a cast difference between their first, board, top
player on the team, and last
board. In this situation Baruch
will always be able to takeTull
advantage, for they, do not
have such a vast difference
between boards. Baruch's over alt strength lies in its bottom _boards but not by ability
between team players. Most
opponents cannot match Baruch's players on the bottom

boards, however, matches are
won and lost on the lOP'
boards. Here Baruch is more
than a match for, their QPponents, as was the, case in
the Columbia match.
However ,-"Baruch suffered a
slight set back when, club
president and second board
Al bertoPriesto was defeated
because of his o ppo ne n ts '
material advantage. The game
never reflected either players'
ability for sharper play.
Fortunately, the remainder
of Baruch's Chess team was
able to handily defeat the
Columbia squad. For example,
Ying Leung on third board pro-:
d uced a strong and clear cut
victory.' The game reflected
hj s skills, at playing a solid
forceful game.
Taking this lead, Leonard
Kauthneil playing fourth' board,
soundly defeated his opponent from the move to the
move delivering mate. In
reverse, the games played by
fifth board Boris Bire nbaurand sixth board Martin Mc-'
Dowell were- somewhat more
uncertain as to .the outcome in
.the opening. Their play' in the
endgame resolved, all questions of concern, as each
player prod~ed sol id victories for' the teams' founh
and fifth points. "

-
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OPPONENT
12/1
6:00 C.C.N.Y.
12/6
7:00 New Rochell
12/8
6:00 St. Joshep
12/11 4:00 N.Y.U.
12/16 6:00 Hunter
12/20 6:30 York
1/5
6:30 N.Y. Tech
1/23
6:30 Nyack
1/31
6:00 Barnard
2/7
7:00 Molly
'"
2/9
T.B.A. Mt. St. Vincent
2/10
6:00 St. Thomas Aquina
2/13
7:00 Lady Cliff
2/14
4:00 Queens
2/16
4:00
John Jav
2/20
7:00 Pace
2/23
6:00 Concordia

SITE

DATE TIME

Away

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away

Home
Home
Away

Home
Away
'Away

Home

WOMEN'S FENCING
OPPONENT
12/4
4:00 Queensboro
12/7
7:00' Pratt
12/12 6:00 Jersey City
1/5
4:00 'Queens
1/27 T.B.A. M.I.T.-S.M.U.
1/31
4:00 Yale
11 :00_ C.C.N.Y.
2/.3
4:00 Pace
2/14
2/16
6:30 Hofstra-Oswega
2/21
5:00 Steven"s Tech
2/28
6:00 Hunter
DATE TIME

SITE
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home'

Away
Away
Away
... ..':
~

* Denotes A.M. Time
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